HOMER, ILIAD 24,614–17*
nËn d° pou §n p°tr˙sin, §n oÎresin oﬁopÒloisin,
§n SipÊlƒ, ˜yi fas‹ yeãvn ¶mmenai eÈnåw
numfãvn, a· tÉ émfÉ ÉAxel≈Ûon §rr≈santo,
¶nya l¤yow per §oËsa ye«n §k kÆdea p°ssei.
In Achilles’ speech to Priam (599–620), encouraging him to eat after
the death of Hector, the above lines were thought by some ancient
commentators to be a later addition to the text. In modern times too
some scholars have rejected them, in particular Ameis and Hentze1,
A. Lesky2, and J. Th. Kakridis3. M. M. Willcock has expressed serious reservations about them4. In the apparatus of his text of the
Iliad M. L. West comments5 “ath. Aristophanes Aristarchus, fort.
recte”. On the other hand the lines were accepted by Leaf6, and have
been defended by P. Von der Mühll7, W. Pötscher8, C. W. Macleod9,
N. Richardson10, and Chr. Schmitz11. So it might seem that there is
room to consider the case for athetesis again.
The basic ground for athetesis given in the scholia is that if
Niobe were turned to stone she would be unable to eat, and that it
would be absurd for Achilles to encourage Priam to eat by saying
“Eat, for Niobe ate and was turned to stone”. The schol. in A on
614–17 (Aristonicus and Didymus, following Aristophanes) is:
*) The author is most grateful to Professor A. Garvie, Professor B. Manuwald and Dr. A. Stewart for their interest and their suggestions.
1) K. F. Ameis / C. Hentze, Homers Ilias 2 (Leipzig 1885) 139.
2) A. Lesky, Niobe, RE XVII (1936) 644 ff.
3) J. Th. Kakridis, Homeric Researches (Lund 1949) 96–105.
4) M. M. Willcock, A companion to the Iliad (Chicago 1976) 272f. and The
Iliad of Homer, Books xiii–xxiv (London 1984) 319.
5) M. L. West, Homeri Ilias 2 (Munich / Leipzig 2000).
6) W. Leaf, The Iliad xiii–xxiv (London 1902) 58.
7) P. Von der Mühll, Kritisches Hypomnema zur Ilias (Basel 1952) 384f.
8) W. Pötscher, Homer, Ilias 24, 601 ff. und die Niobe-Gestalt, Grazer
Beiträge 13 (1986) 21–35.
9) C. W. Macleod, Iliad, Book xxiv (Cambridge 1982) 139–141.
10) N. Richardson, The Iliad of Homer, Books xiii–xxiv (London 1993) 340.
11) Ch. Schmitz, ‚Denn auch Niobe . . .‘ – die Bedeutung der Erzählung in
Achills Rede (V 599–620), Hermes 129 (2001) 145–157.
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nËn d° pou §n p°tr˙sin <– p°ssei>: éyetoËntai st¤xoi t°ssarew, ˜ti oÈk
ékÒlouyoi t“ Ñ≤ dÉ êra s¤tou mnÆsatÉ, <§pe‹ kãme dãkru x°ousa>É (613):
eﬁ går épeliy≈yh, p«w sit¤a pro<s>hn°gkato; ka‹ ≤ paramuy¤a gelo¤a:
fãge, §pe‹ ka‹ ≤ NiÒbh ¶fage ka‹ épeliy≈yh. ¶sti d¢ ka‹ ÑHsiÒdeia t“
xarakt∞ri, ka‹ mçllÒn ge tÚ émfÉ ÉAxel≈Ûon §rr≈santo (616). ka‹ tr‹w
katå tÚ sunex¢w tÚ ¶n (614, 615). p«w d¢ ka‹ l¤yow genom°nh ye«n §k
kÆdea p°ssei (617); prohyetoËnto d¢ ka‹ parÉ ÉAristofãnei.

bT have:
nËn d° pou §n p°tr˙sin <– p°ssei>: éyetoËntai t°ssarew: p«w går ≤
l¤yow trof∞w §geÊsato; t¤ d¢ ı Aﬁtvl«n potamÚw §n SipÊlƒ poie›; p«w
te l¤yow oÔsa kÆdea p°ssei;

The linguistic objections, the supposed Hesiodic expression
§rr≈santo and the triple repetition of §n, can be quite easily answered, as they have been by Leaf and Richardson ad locc. The
objection t¤ d¢ ı Aﬁtvl«n potamÚw §n SipÊlƒ poie›; is also not formidable. The scholia point out that Acheloos is a common name
for a river: ka‹ pçn Ïdvr ÉAxel“Òn fasin and they mention a variant tin¢w Ña· tÉ émfÉ ÉAxelÆsionÉ.
The fine poetic quality of the lines is undeniable, and Richardson regards them as “memorable and evocative verses, whose style
is not out of place in Achilles’ mouth”. He quotes J. Griffin: “A last
feature of Achilles’ speech . . . is his tendency to invoke distant
places and resounding names, lines which . . . open out into a spacious rhythm which goes with a vision of places far removed from
the battle-ground of Troy or the crowded assembly of the
Achaeans.”12
But although there are no serious linguistic objections to 614–
17, their relation to their context may arouse doubts. Neither
Macleod nor Richardson directly answers the objections eﬁ går
épeliy≈yh, p«w sit¤a proshn°gkato; ka‹ ≤ paramuy¤a gelo¤a:
fãge, §pe‹ ka‹ ≤ NiÒbh ¶fage ka‹ épeliy≈yh.
One way of meeting this point would be to suppose that
Niobe did indeed eat, after drying her tears, but was then, at a
later stage, turned to stone. This view was proposed by Leaf, who
thought that Homer was following the story in Apollodorus 3.5.6:
aÈtØ d¢ NiÒbh YÆbaw épolipoËsa (after the death of her children)
prÚw tÚn pat°ra Tãntalon ∏ken eﬁw S¤pulon, kéke› Di‹ eÈjam°nh

12) J. Griffin, Homeric Words and Phrases, JHS 106 (1986) 53.
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tØn morfØn eﬁw l¤yon met°bale, ka‹ xe›tai dãkrua nÊktvr ka‹ meyÉ
≤m°ran toË l¤you.
There is evidence for this version of the myth of Niobe much
earlier than Apollodorus, cf. Pherecydes, FGrHist. 3 F 38: ≤ d¢
NiÒbh ÍpÚ toË êxeow énaxvre› eﬁw S¤pulon, ka‹ ırçi tØn pÒlin
énestramm°nhn ka‹ Tantãlƒ l¤yon §pikremãmenon: érçtai d¢ t“
Di‹ l¤yow gen°syai: =e› d¢ §j aÈt∞w dãkrua, ka‹ prÚw êrkton ırçi,
and Sophocles, TrGF 4, p. 363 (= schol. T on 24,602): ≤ d¢ sumforå
aÈt∞w, …w m°n tinew, §n Lud¤&, …w d¢ ¶nioi, §n YÆbaiw: Sofokl∞w d¢
toÁw m¢n pa›daw aÈt∞w §n YÆbaiw épol°syai, nost∞sai <d¢> aÈtØn
eﬁw Lud¤an. According to this version Niobe might well have eaten
in Thebes, before returning to her native Lydia, where she was
turned to stone. However the fact that this version is wholly consistent with the transmitted text of 24,614–17 raises the possibility
that it was suggested by that text, and is not independent of it. We
cannot assume that Homer was familiar with a version of a myth
which is attested only some centuries after his time, although
equally, we cannot be certain that he did not know it. However it
is more natural to suppose that if Niobe were indeed able to dry
her tears and to take food there was no reason for her to be turned
to stone as a result of her grief.
As Kakridis remarks, “A Niobe who after burying her
twelve children remembers to eat cannot be compatible with the
Niobe who, although turned to stone on Mt. Sipylus, still remembers her sorrows and weeps”13. He goes on to show that “the
story of Niobe eating soon after burying her children does not
give the impression of being a genuine popular tradition. It looks
more like poetic invention. On the other hand there is no doubt
that the story of her petrifaction is an a‡tion, and one of the commonest a‡tia all the world over”14. The question then arises why
Homer invented the story of Niobe eating after the loss of her
children. Kakridis concludes that “Niobe in V eats for the simple
reason that Priam must eat”15. He goes on to show that all the details of the story of Niobe in Achilles’ speech (excluding 614–17),
apart from her boast of superiority to Leto and her consequent
punishment, have been invented by Homer, in order to meet the
13) Kakridis (above, n. 3) 96–98.
14) Kakridis (above, n. 3) 96–98.
15) Kakridis (above, n. 3) 96–98.
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needs of his narrative, that is Achilles’ attempt to persuade Priam
to eat.
It is not necessary to relate here the whole of Kakridis’ exposition, but one curious feature of Achilles’ speech should be
noticed. If 614–7 are retained, the speech uses the motif of petrifaction twice, both in 617 and in 611 laoÁw d¢ l¤youw po¤hse
Kron¤vn. The story that Zeus petrified the people, with the result
that it fell to the gods to bury the Niobids, provides, Kakridis suggests, a parallel for Achilles’ own behaviour, in that he left the
body of Hector unburied for twelve days (24,31), before consenting to its burial. He concludes: “It is probable that Homer took
away the motif of petrifaction from Niobe, where it embarrassed
him – as he had now remoulded her, his heroine could not, as we
saw, be turned into stone in the end – and transferred it to her
people, w h e r e h e n e e d e d i t , . . .” (Kakridis’ emphasis).16
Whether the people are petrified because Homer has transferred the motif of petrifaction to them from Niobe is debatable,
but it remains true that in the transmitted text the motif of petrifaction is used first in one way and then very shortly afterwards in
another way, and this seems odd. Willcock reasonably comments:
“. . . after the motif of petrifaction has been transferred to the local
people in 611, it is a little disconcerting to find it applied to Niobe
as well.”17
We may now ask if this is the only occasion in the Iliad when
Homer invents details of a myth, in order to enhance the persuasive power of a speech. Willcock18 has well shown that there are indeed other examples of this practice, which is a notable feature of
Homer’s use of mythology. He gives seven other examples. If this
is accepted, it follows that it is unlikely that Homer would admit
into a myth in a speech any motifs which might enfeeble or blur
the speech’s central message.
So far we have considered 614–17 in relation to their immediate context, the speech of Achilles (599–620) in which they
occur. But it may also shed some light on the textual problem to
consider them against the background of the preceding narrative.
Priam arrived as a suppliant at Achilles’ hut at the moment when
16) Kakridis (above, n. 3) 109.
17) Willcock, The Iliad of Homer (above, n. 4) 319.
18) M. M. Willcock, Mythological Paradeigma in the Iliad, CQ 14 (1964)
141–154.
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Achilles has just finished a meal (471–76). As has been well shown
by Christine Schmitz19, it is no accident that Priam should arrive
at the hut at just this moment. At the beginning of book 24
Achilles was refusing food and was unable to sleep as a result of
his grief for Patroclus. His mother however advised him against
unending mourning and fasting:
t°knon §mÒn, t°o m°xriw ÙdurÒmenow ka‹ éxeÊvn
sØn ¶deai krad¤hn, memnhm°now oÎte ti s¤tou
oÎtÉ eÈn∞w;
(128–30)
That Achilles should now take a meal shows that he is following
Thetis’ advice. He is thus in a good position to urge Priam also to
take food and to moderate his grief. As Schmitz remarks (on 599–
620): “Er spricht zu Priamos, aber auch zu sich selbst. Wie Priamos
hat auch er den geliebtesten Menschen verloren”20.
In his supplicatory speech (486–506) Priam reminds Achilles
of the suffering which may well be the lot of Peleus, who will be of
much the same age as Priam himself (486–89). The theme of community of suffering continues after Priam’s speech. Priam mourns
for Hector, while Achilles mourns for Peleus and Patroclus; the
two mourning figures seem as it were to balance each other (509–
12). Achilles’ concern for Priam is clearly shown in the words preceding his speech (518–551): g°ronta d¢ xeirÚw én¤sth, / oﬁkt¤rvn
poliÒn te kãrh poliÒn te g°neion (515f.). In Achilles’ later speech
(599–620), as Macleod observes, the use of the first person plural
in addressing Priam in 601 (mnhs≈meya) and 618 (med≈meya) “denotes sympathetic participation”21. There is a similar use of ‘we’ in
the earlier speech: êlgea dÉ ¶mphw / §n yum“ katake›syai §ãsomen
éxnÊmeno¤ per (522f.) But it is not only Priam and Achilles who
share in their suffering; the gods have decreed that all men should
suffer, though they themselves are carefree (525f.) Achilles resumes
the comparison of the sufferings of Peleus and Priam (534–48), a
theme which Priam had touched on in his speech. Men should
19) Schmitz (above, n. 11) 148 f.
20) Schmitz (above, n. 11) 149. The similarity of the suffering of the two
heroes had earlier been reflected in a simile (Il. 23,222–25) in which Achilles mourns
for Patroclus in just the way a father mourns for his son (Schmitz 149 n. 12).
21) For this use of the first person plural see J. Wackernagel, Vorlesungen
über Syntax 1 (Basel 1920) 42 f.
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therefore learn to endure their lot, a lesson which is clearly indicated by the ring-form in which ênsxeo occurs both at the beginning and the end of the speech (though in 518 it is aorist indicative
and in 549 imperative). In 549 Achilles clearly encapsulates his advice: ênsxeo, mhdÉ él¤aston ÙdÊreo sÚn katå yumÒn. He does not
forbid Priam to lament altogether, just as in his later speech he
allows him, as it were, to weep for Hector when he has brought
his body back to Troy: ¶peitã ken aÔte f¤lon pa›da kla¤oisya, /
ÖIlion eﬁsagag≈n: poludãkrutow d° toi ¶stai (619f.). It would
only be human for Priam to weep over his son, after bringing his
body home. And it would be especially unfeeling of Achilles to
forbid him to mourn, as it was he himself who had killed Hector22.
But it is not implied that Priam might weep incessantly, thereby
rejecting the advice ênsxeo, mhdÉ él¤aston ÙdÊreo sÚn katå yumÒn
(549). poludãkrutow (620) is not the same as éeidãkrutow. The petrified Niobe does however lament uncontrollably; it could be said
of her él¤aston ÙdÊretai ˘n katå yumÒn. Such behaviour would
imply a rejection of the lesson expressed in Achilles’ words oÈ gãr
tiw pr∞jiw p°letai kruero›o gÒoio (524) and oÈ gãr ti prÆjeiw ékaxÆmenow uÂow •o›o (550). And Achilles, who had himself heeded his
mother’s reproach t°knon §mÒn, t°o m°xriw ÙdurÒmenow ka‹ éxeÊvn
sØn ¶deai krad¤hn; would not be likely to countenance never-ending mourning in others. The petrified Niobe is also, as the scholia
remark, incapable of eating. But immediately after hearing
Achilles’ second speech Priam accepts his invitation to join him in
a meal. So it would not be appropriate for Achilles to present to
Priam a mythical figure who was unable to eat. Some passages from
later consolationes may serve as commentaries on our passage, for
example Plutarch’s advice to his wife that she need not suppress her
maternal feelings for her lost daughter, but that she should not give
in to uncontrolled grief23:
22) For the cruelty of prohibiting the expression of grief cf. Plutarch,
C. Gracchus 17. 5 tå d¢ s≈mata ka‹ toÊtvn ka‹ t«n êllvn eﬁw tÚn potamÚn §rr¤fh,
trisxil¤vn énairey°ntvn: . . . épe›pan d¢ penye›n ta›w gunaij¤. Cicero, Pis. 18 quis
hoc fecit ulla in Scythia tyrannus ut eos quos luctu adficeret lugere non sineret? with
R. G. M. Nisbet’s note. To his parallels add Suetonius, Tib. 61 interdictum ne capite
damnatos propinqui lugerent.
23) Cons. ad uxorem 4 (609a). Cf. R. G. M. Nisbet and M. Hubbard on
Horace, Odes 2.9 (Commentary on Odes 2, Oxford 1978). They quote (p. 137) Ps.
Plutarch, Cons. ad Apoll. 114 f. tÚ går dØ ételeÊthton nom¤zein tÚ p°nyow éno¤aw
§st‹n §sxãthw.
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oÈ går §n bakxeÊmasi de› mÒnon tØn s≈frona m°nein édiãfyoron, éllå
mhd¢n ∏tton o‡esyai tÚn §n p°nyesi sãlon ka‹ tÚ k¤nhma toË pãyouw
§gkrate¤aw de›syai diamaxom°nhw oÈ prÚw tÚ filÒstorgon, …w oﬂ pollo‹ nom¤zousin, éllå prÚw tÚ ékÒlaston t∞w cux∞w. t“ m¢n går
filostÒrgƒ xarizÒmeya tÚ poye›n ka‹ tÚ timçn ka‹ tÚ memn∞syai t«n
épogenom°nvn, ≤ d¢ yrÆnvn êplhstow §piyum¤a ka‹ prÚw ÙlofÊrseiw
§jãgousa ka‹ kopetoÁw aﬁsxrå m¢n oÈx ∏tton t∞w per‹ tåw ≤donåw
ékras¤aw, lÒgƒ d¢ suggn≈mhw ¶tuxen ˜ti tÚ luphrÚn aÈt∞w ka‹ pikrÚn
ént‹ toË terpnoË t“ aﬁsxr“ prÒsesti.

After Achilles has completed his speech Priam declines his invitation to sit down, while Hector’s body is still uncared for (553f.).
He presents his ransom for Hector to him, and asks him to release
the body. Achilles agrees to do so, and his concern for Priam is
shown especially in the fact that he lifts Hector’s body on to the
beir by himself (aÈtÚw tÒn gÉ ÉAxileÁw lex°vn §p°yhken ée¤raw 589).
Achilles then delivers the speech containing the myth of Niobe
(599–620), in which he invites Priam to share a meal with him, even
though he has himself already eaten. As schol. T on 618f. well remarks, he thereby seeks to revive the old man’s confidence: xar¤eiw
ı sundeipn«n prÚw énãkthsin toË g°rontow, ka¤toi prodeipnÆsaw.
We may contrast Alcinous’ reception of the suppliant Odysseus;
Alcinous gives Odysseus something to eat and drink only after he
has been prompted to do so by Echeneus, and Odysseus eats by
himself. There is no indication that Alcinous, like Achilles, took
part in the preparation of the meal (Od. 7,55–77).
After the meal Achilles and Priam gaze at each other; the way
in which aÈtår ı Dardan¤dhn Pr¤amon yaÊmazen ÉAxilleÊw (631)
closely echoes ≥toi Dardan¤dhw Pr¤amow yaÊmazÉ ÉAxil∞a (629)
may reflect Homer’s concern to present the two men as being of
equal status with each other, in the same way as, earlier, the two
mourning figures had seemed to balance each other (509–12). We
may ask why it is at this point in the story that the two heroes are
free to gaze on each other. It is doubtless because Priam, by accepting Achilles’ invitation to join him in a meal and break his fast,
has been enabled to moderate his overpowering emotion. He has
in fact followed the example of Achilles himself, who had heeded
his mother’s advice to take food (128–30). He asks Achilles for a
bed, so that he, just as Achilles himself (cf. tarp≈meya 636), may
enjoy the blessings of sleep, something which each of them had denied himself. His own words (635–42) show that Achilles’ invitation to share a meal has had a consoling effect on him.
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Achilles then arranges for Priam to sleep in the portico, out of
regard for his interests; Macleod comments (on 649): “By making
Priam sleep in the a‡yousa he eases the old man’s departure”.
Achilles then asks Priam how long a truce he will need to allow the
Trojans to mourn and bury Hector. It is remarkable that Achilles
takes the initiative in raising this matter with Priam, so that Priam
is not placed in the position of having to make such a request himself, as a suppliant might be expected to do. Achilles replies courteously that he will meet Priam’s wishes. At his parting with Priam
(617f.) Achilles clasps his right hand at the wrist, so that he will not
be afraid. To return to the textual problem, it remains true that some
basic grounds for the athetesis of 614–17 are given by the scholiasts.
However it may also be suggested that it would be inconsistent with
the way Homer presents the relationship of Achilles to Priam for
Achilles to tell Priam that his lot might resemble that of a Niobe
who was turned to stone and wept eternally. Such a chilling image
would do nothing to restore the old man’s confidence.
So far we have considered the relationship of 614–17 to their
context. We may now ask if the structure of the speech throws any
light on the question of their authenticity. The speech is an example
of ring composition, and can be analysed as follows24:
a

599–601

b
c
d
e
d1
c1
b1
a1

601
602
603–6
607–8
609–12
613
618–19
619–20

Your son is now released; you will see him in the
morning when you take him home.
Now let us eat,
for Niobe ate
though her children had been killed,
because she had offended Leto.
Her children were killed, but eventually buried.
But she ate food.
So let us also eat!
Later, when you take him home, you can weep for
your son.

It appears that there is no place for 614–17 in the ring, because they
relate to nothing in its earlier part. And it will be noticed that if
614–17 are removed 618f. follow 613 very easily, with med≈meya
. . . s¤tou taking up s¤tou mnÆsatÉ. Prendergast lists thirty-two instances of éllÉ êge and éllÉ êgeyÉ in the Iliad25. In each case the
24) I follow D. Lohmann, Die Komposition der Reden in der Ilias (Berlin
1970) 13, and Willcock, The Iliad of Homer (above, n. 4) 318ff.
25) G. L. Prendergast, Concordance to the Iliad (London 1875) 4. Unaccountably Prendergast does not mention 24,618 under êge.
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words introduce an imperative or hortatory subjunctive, and generally follow an indication of the grounds for the action required26.
But in our passage it is not the lines (614–17) immediately preceding the recommendation to eat which give the grounds for eating,
but rather 601–13, and especially 613.
We may now consider some of the arguments which have
been used to defend 614–17. P. Von der Mühll acknowledges the
ring structure of the speech, and goes some way to accepting the
arguments of Kakridis. However he concludes: “Aber es kommt
614–17 nicht so sehr auf die Versteinerung der Niobe an als darauf,
dass sie auch nach ihrem Essen als Stein noch klagt, und so schliesst
Achill die Aufforderung, nun zu essen, mit den Worten, dass Priamos später, wenn er Hektor nach Ilios gebracht habe, den Sohn
nochmals reichlich beklagen werde. Nur mit Einschluss von 614–
17 wird demnach das Exempel ganz adäquat.”27 It is to be expected that if 614–17 are taken as foreshadowing Priam’s mourning for
Hector, after he has brought his body back to Troy, they should be
seen to give greater prominence to Niobe’s weeping than to her
petrifaction. But such an interpretation is a little arbitrary; on an
unbiased view the two aspects of her fate go together. And the lines
seem to reflect the notion expressed more clearly in later sources
that the streams flowing down the sides of Mt. Sipylus a r e the
tears of Niobe (cf. Apollodorus 3.5.6, Pausanias 1.21.3, Quintus
Smyrnaeus 1.293–306). The introductory words nËn d° pou §n
p°tr˙sin, §n oÎresin oﬁopÒloisin would strengthen the effect of
¶nya l¤yow per §oËsa in the mind of a listener.
Von der Mühll also notes that kÆdea mur¤a p°ssv (639) seems
to echo kÆdea p°ssei (617): “kÆdea p°ssei 617 wirkt auf die Formulierung 639 ein, nicht umgekehrt” (and others have followed
him)28. As he believes in the authenticity of 614–17, it is natural for
him to take this view, but it is equally possible that an interpolator
might have found in the poet’s own words a good source for his
own composition. And we should notice that the use of the present
tense is different in the two lines. In 639 p°ssv corresponds to an
English present perfect, with the meaning “Up to now I have been
26) Cf. J. D. Denniston, Greek Particles (Oxford 21954) 14 or éllã expressing “a transition from arguments for action to a statement of the action required”.
27) Von der Mühll (above, n. 7) 385.
28) Von der Mühll (above, n. 7) 385 n. 65, cf. Schmitz (above, n. 11) 152.
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constantly brooding over my sorrows (but do so no longer)”. But
in 617 p°ssei is a present progressive, and means “(Niobe) is now
brooding over her sorrows (and will doubtless continue to do so)”.
In view of this difference it cannot be simply assumed that 639 is a
recollection of 617, but there is no obstacle to the hypothesis that
the two lines have different composers. Indeed p°ssei (617) resembles, perhaps suspiciously, the present tenses used in later
sources to express Niobe’s eternal weeping, e. g. Sophocles, El.
150ff. ﬁΔ pantlãmvn NiÒba, s¢ dÉ ¶gvge n°mv yeÒn, / ëtÉ §n tãfƒ petra¤ƒ / aﬁe‹ dakrÊeiw, Ant. 828ff. ka¤ nin ˆmbroi takom°nan, / …w
fãtiw éndr«n, / xi≈n tÉ oÈdamå le¤pei, / t°ggei dÉ ÍpÉ ÙfrÊsi pag- /
klaÊtoiw deirãdaw, Apollodorus 3.5.6 ka‹ xe›tai dãkrua nÊktvr
ka‹ meyÉ ≤m°ran toË l¤you, Quintus Smyrnaeus 1.293ff. √xi yeo‹
NiÒbhn lçan y°san, ∏w ¶ti dãkru / poulÁ mãla stufel∞w
katale¤betai ÍcÒyi p°trhw.
614–17 have also been defended by Walter Pötscher in an article29 which deserves attention, though I shall not here attempt an
exhaustive treatment of it. Pötscher rejects Kakridis’ view that
Homer transferred the motif of petrifaction from Niobe to her
people, and he interprets the narrative in 602–13 differently. In
punishment for her hybris towards Leto, Apollo and Artemis kill
all Niobe’s twelve children. And not only are the children killed,
but her people are turned to stone. This accords with the belief that
a whole community might suffer for the sin of a single person;
Pötscher30 recalls Hesiod, Erga 240ff.: pollãki ka‹ jÊmpasa pÒliw
kakoË éndrÚw éphÊra, / ˜stiw élitra¤n˙ ka‹ étãsyala mhxanãatai. / to›sin dÉ oÈranÒyen m°gÉ §pÆgage p∞ma Kron¤vn, / limÚn
ımoË ka‹ loimÒn: épofyinÊyousi d¢ lao¤. On the other hand
Niobe, the guilty one, appears to suffer no punishment. This is
odd; as Pötscher remarks “Wenn die (unschuldigen) Kinder und
das (unschuldige) Volk sofort vernichtet werden, ist es nicht
einzusehen, warum die (schuldige) Täterin nicht oder nicht sofort
vernichtet werden soll.”31: We might reasonably have expected that
Niobe should be killed as well, and in particular, be turned to stone,
as in Ovid, Met. 6,145–312. In fact a scholium of Aristonicus, who,
like Ovid, belonged to the Augustan era, on 613 prÚw tØn dia29) Above, n. 7.
30) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 32.
31) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 30 n. 25.
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fvn¤an t«n nevt°rvn: fas‹ går ka‹ aÈtØn époleliy«syai,
ÜOmhrow d¢ oÈ shows that some later poets did record that Niobe
was turned to stone, as well as (ka¤) her people. Her death however is clearly implied in the words oÈd° tiw ∑en katyãcai. If she were
alive she would, as mother, be under the strongest obligation to
bury her children. As Pötscher remarks32, the Olympian gods normally shun the dead, and it can have been only because there were
no mortals available to perform this inescapable duty that the gods
buried the Niobids themselves. There is thus an implicit contrast
between ∂ dÉ êra s¤tou mnÆsatÉ, §pe‹ kãme dãkru x°ousa (613) and
the preceding lines. This contrast is a strong one, because it is common in stories recording the punishment of hybristic mortals by
the gods for the punishment to follow the offence without delay,
with no time for, say, weeping or the taking of food. Pötscher mentions Ovid, Met. 6.215, where Apollo tells his mother to cease her
complaints against Niobe, because they are delaying his taking of
revenge33. In Od. 4,502ff. Ajax, son of Oileus, like Niobe, utters a
boast, and Poseidon immediately (aÈt¤ka 506) punishes him with
drowning. Similarly (Od. 8,224–28) Eurytus challenged Apollo to
an archery match, only to meet with a swift death (t“ =a ka‹ a‰cÉ
¶yanen m°gaw EÎrutow 226). In Callimachus, hymn 5.77–82 Tiresias
loses his sight immediately after seeing the naked Athena. In Call.
h. 6.37–67 Erysichthon takes his axe to a poplar in Demeter’s
grove. He disdains her remonstrances, and she straightway punishes him.
We may now ask why Homer should, in 610–13, combine
motifs which are strictly incompatible, a question which is independent of the problem of the authenticity of 614–17. He doubtless needed to put into Achilles’ mouth an exemplum which would
not fail to induce Priam to eat, after the loss of his dearest son.
What would be suitable would be a story in which a mythical figure underwent a supreme disaster, but yet managed to take food.
Niobe, who had lost all her children at the hands of the gods, might
well seem to be a figure whose suffering could not be surpassed.
The loss of her children was indeed punishment for Niobe, but in
our passage she does not suffer in her own person. On the contrary,
she recovers from her mourning sufficiently to take food. It seems
32) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 28.
33) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 30.
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likely that Homer has modified an earlier story, because it would
not serve the needs of the context. He made Niobe eat in order that
Priam might be prevailed upon to do the same. The needs of the
context were more important to him than adherence to mythological tradition34.
We may now turn to 614–17 and ask if they are suited to the
context. It may be granted that they do not conflict with 613, if
only because, as Pötscher points out35, Niobe would need to eat
properly if she were to accomplish the long journey from Thebes
to Lydia. The fact that 613 does not conflict with 614–17 led
Pötscher to the view that 613–17 all belong to the same version of
the myth of Niobe, and that in Achilles’ speech two differing versions of the myth have been combined: “Wir haben zwei Varianten
der Niobe-Sage vor uns, von denen die erste in den Versen 610 bis
612 zu finden ist und die zweite in den Versen 613ff.”36 In the first
version Niobe perishes with her people, and naturally does not
take any food, whereas in the second she weeps, and after weeping
eats, and then at a later stage, in answer to her prayers, and not as
a punishment, is turned to stone, and weeps eternally. But although
this thesis is well argued it suffers from the disadvantage that 614–
17 are not wholly suited to Achilles’ speech. After Homer had in
613 modified mythological tradition, it would seem, for rhetorical
reasons, it is not likely that he would have admitted into the same
speech any motifs which might weaken the main message of the
speech. Nor, as was shown earlier37, are 614–17 entirely appropriate to the wider context of the speech. Athetesis is the preferable
option. If we ask the reason for the interpolation, it is likely that an
account of the myth of Niobe, which did not mention her petrifaction, a most striking feature of that myth, might have seemed incomplete. And the fact that her people are said to have been turned
to stone would have highlighted the absence of any mention of
34) Cf. above, p. 15 f. Cf. K. J. Dover, Theocritus (London 1971) p. lii: “. . . it
must be remembered that all poets had always assumed the right of creative variation of inherited mythology.”, and W. Allan, The Andromache and Euripidean
Tragedy (Oxford 2000) 11: “For it is vital to bear in mind that the tragedians’ skill
in inventing, adapting, and reshaping myths is part of a well-exampled tradition in
Greek poetry.”
35) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 27.
36) Pötscher (above, n. 8) 30.
37) See above, p. 16–20.
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Niobe herself suffering a similar fate. And so an ancient reader was
moved to compose some attractive verses to remedy the poet’s deficiency38.
Aberdeen
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38) Willcock, A Companion (above, n. 4) 273, plausibly compares the problem of 614–17 with that of 6,200–202: “the situation is in fact similar to the one encountered in the lines that tell of the ultimate fate of Bellerophontes in 6.200–02,
where (as here) a reference to the well-known end of the story interrupts an ordered
narrative”.

